
EnterpriseGPT with Smart Search
With natural language (ChatGPT) and intelligent search 
(AI Search) to get the right answers quickly and reliably



HOW DO WE PROCEED?

Setting up the infrastructure in 
your own tenant

Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC) 
enables us to create the 

required infrastructure “virtually 
at the touch of a button”

Indexing your files in the 
search engine

We integrate the various data 
sources into the search

Configuration and 
fine-tuning of the chatbot

The chatbot is individually 
adapted to the customer's 

requirements (user interface, 
prompts)

Monitoring solution 
at hand

The chatbot does not run 
blindly The bot is constantly 

being improved through 
anonymized user tracking and 

explicit feedback
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Ihr EnterpriseGPT

WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE IN 
PRACTICE?

Chat history List of sources

User feedback

Response streaming

Prompt input



HOW DO I KEEP AN EYE ON 
EVERYTHING?

Your monitoring dashboard



WHY AILIO?

Yes, there are open source solutions and Azure also offers this, but...

➔ connecting files is much more complex in practice than in the tutorial
➔ just because you have a chatbot doesn't mean it's helpful
➔ the crux lies in the detail and troubleshooting in third-party code is very time-consuming

We…

➔ pursue a best-of-breed approach based on established and secure technologies
➔ bring more out-of-the-box than pure Azure (e.g. integrated monitoring)
➔ know many problems from our practical experience and know how to solve them
➔ know exactly where and how we make adjustments to the software
➔ rely on best practices for the use of LLMs and RAG pipelines



WHAT BENEFITS DO I HAVE?

➔ Full cost control through integration into your Azure tenant (resource group)

➔ Data protection is guaranteed when using GenAI (GDPR-compliant)

➔ Direct access to the authorization system in Microsoft Azure (Active Directory)

➔ Keep an eye on usage thanks to integrated open source monitoring with Langfuse

➔ Simple integration of typical file formats (PDF, Word, Excel, text, HTML)

➔ As a certified Microsoft Solutions Partner for Data & AI, we are your competent 
partner for all individual adaptations and extensions



HOW DO WE WORK TOGETHER?

What does it cost?

➔ 9,500.00 EUR for our backend & frontend framework that massively accelerates 
individual projects and saves 20,000.00-30,000.00 EUR in development costs

➔ Customized project offer, based on your requirements and wishes for your individual 
EnterpriseGPT

What does it all include?

➔ Setup of the product in your Microsoft Azure tenant
➔ Indexing of your standard data sources in the Azure cosmos (Blob Storage, SQL)

Our promise!

➔ We accompany you as an AI service partner on a long-term basis and at eye level



Ailio GmbH
Buddestraße 9
33602 Bielefeld

Tel. 0521 963017 88
Fax 0521 963013 21

business@ailio.de
www.ailio.de

THANK YOU
TOGETHER - SIMPLY - DO IT

Daniel Brokmeier
Head of New Business

Mobil 0160 979 604 82
dbrokmeier@ailio.de

Let’s connect 

Your contact person

CLICK HERE FOR OUR PODCAST “KI IST (K)EINE RAKETENWISSENSCHAFT!”
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